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AND WE do further appoint the said the Honourable Andrew K . Dysart to
be Chairman of Our said Commissioners .
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and the Great Seal of Canada to be hereunto affixed .

N1'ITN f:a : Our Right Trusty and Well-beloved Counsellor the Honourable
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CHAPTFR I

INTRODUCTORY

1 . The Commission on the Natural Resources of Alberta was created pursu-
nttt to authorization contained in Order in Council, P .C. 1588, of July 19, 1934 .

The commissioners appointed wer e

'l'he. Honourable Andrew K. Dysart, -Iudge of the Court of King's Bench,
Manitoba, Chairman .

The Honourable Thomas M . Tweedie, Judge of the Supreme Court,
Alberta .

George C. Dicnonald, Esq ., Chartered Accountant, 'Montreal, Quebec .

A secretary for the Commission was designated in the person o f

Oliver Uastcr, Chief, Economics Division, Department of Trade and
Commerce, Ottawa .

Counsel appearing before the Commission

For the Dominion of Catiada wer e
James McCregor Stewart, K .C., Halifax, Nov .,, ficotis .
C. P . Plaxton, IC .C., Senior Advisory Counsel of the I)ehartmentof

,Justice, Ottawa .

And for the Province of Alberta wer e

M . M . Porter, K .C., of Calgary, Alberta .
J. J . Frawley, IC .C., Solicitor, of the Attorney-C;encral's Department,

Alberta .

.lssisting at the hearinga and elsewhere were responsible oflicials of several
Departments of the Dominion and Provincial Governments .

2 Sit tin9 .c .-Public sittings for the reception of evidence and argument were
held r;t Ottawa where, because of the accessibility of records, the convenience
of all parties was best served . Following a preliminary meeting on August 14,
hearin ; ;s were divided into several periods,-October 2 and 3, October 6 to 19
inclusive, November 21 and 23, I)ecemher 4 to 8 inclusive, and December 11 .
Our sittings, it will be observed, ranged themselves into several groups, separated
from cne another by intervals of varying duration . These intervals were
require i for investigating sources of information, and for securing and prepar-
ing evidence as the same was requisitioned from time to time (luring the progress
of the enquiry, and as issues emerged and took definite form . The task of pro-
curing and compiling the vast and varied amount of needed information was

0bne of great magnitude and demanded the services of many departmental
officials for many weeks . ,

2. The evidence submitted to the Commission falls into two classes, (a)
statements of Counsel, and (b) documentary material . The statements of Coun-
sel are recorded in the verbatim report of the proceedings, consisting of three
volumes. The documentary evidence, comprised in more than 250 exhibits,
covers a wide range of material, including maps and graphs, copies of Orders
in CQuncil, extracts from public documents, quotations from the public utter-

5



6 REPORT OF ROYAL COMMISSION

ances of public men, synopses and analyses of records, and complicated tabula-
tions of data. This documentary evidence, as explained and connotated by
Counsel, is by far the most voluminous and important part of our evidential
inaterial .

4 . Similarity to Saskatchewan Meport .--\Ve should explain that in many
sections this report follows closely, if not identically, the text of the report
of the Royal Commission on the Natural Resources of Saskatchewan . This
enquiry, which began when the hearings in the Saskatchewan enquiry had
been completed, has had to do with problems closely paralleling those of Sas-
katchewan, both in respect to historical background and practical difficulties,
and has been conducted by three commissioners of whom two are members of
the Saskatchewan Commission . The work of the two commissions, in the
later stages, has been carried on concurrently ; and the reports, though separate,
cover much common ground in the same or closely similar terms .
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CHAPTCR I I

CONTROL OF NATURAL RESOURCES IN CANADA .

5 . The p rinciple.-It seems to be a principle, widely if not universally fol-
lowed in British democracies, that natural resources should be administered and
controlled by the province in which they lie, for the revenue and other purposes
of that province . How this principle has been applied in the Canadian provinces
is a matter that closely touches the origin of the present enquiry .

6. Dominion territorp.- -Soon after Confederation, the Dominion acquired
from Imperial Crown authorities all the North-West Territories and Rupert's
Land, including therein all the natural resources of those regions, and it has
ever since retained the control and administration of those resources to the
extent that it has retained the Territories .

7. Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick .-When these pro-
vinces entered Confederation in 1867, each was allowed to retain for itself, and for
its sole use, what then remained unalienated or unpledged of the natural
resour .es lying within its boundaries . The terms of that retention are set out in
Section 109 of the British North America Act, 1867, thus :-

" All lands, mines, minerals, and royalties belonging to the several provinces of Canada,
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick at the Union, and al? sums then due or payable for such
lands, mines, minerals, or ro}•alties, shall hPlonQ to the sevcral Provinces of Ontario, Quebec .
Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick in which the same are situate or arise, subject to any
trusts, existing in respect thereof, and to any interest other than that of the province in
the same: '

In 1912, Ontario and Quebec were both enlarged to include large tracts of
the North-West Territories which until then had been under Dominion control .
The area so added to Ontario was nearly 100,000,000 acres, and that added to
Quebec was about 164,000,000 acres . The administration and control of the
natural resources in the added territory passed to these provinces .

Nova Scotia and New Brunswick have, for obvious reasons, never been
enlarged .

8 . 111anitoba, which was the next province to enter Confederation, was not
permitted to have administration and control of the resources lying within its
boundaries . Section 30 of the Manitoba Act, 1870, reads:-

"All ungranted or waste lands in the province shall be, from and after the date of the
said transfer, vested in the Crown, and administered by the Government of Canada for the
purposes of the Dominion, subject to, and except and so far as the same may be affected
by the conditions and stipulations contained in the agreement for the surrender of Rupert's
Land by the Hudson's Bay Company to Her Majesty . "

Nothing in lieu of that public domain was then or for some yeArs thereafter
given to Manitoba .

Manitoba's land area, originally 8,429,440 acres, was enlarged in 1881 to
approximately 40,000,000 acres, and again in 1912 to app . :imatel,v 140,000,000
acres . Unlike Ontario and Quebec, Manitoba did not secure the administration
and control of the natural resources in the added territory . In 1885, however,
the Dominion agreed to transfer to the province the swamp lands located therein,
and in the course of ensuing years did accordingly transfer large tracts of such
lands, part of which the province sold, and the remainder of which it re-conveyed
to the Dominion as a term of the boundaries extension arrangement of 1912 . In
the resources settlement of 1929, all the unalienated resources in the province
were transferred to the province .
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9 . British Colwnbia, which had been organized in 1858 and extended to its
present boundary limits in 1866, was allowed to retain its public domain on
entering Confederation . Section 10, of the Imperial Order in Council which
admitted British Columbia into Confederation in 1871, reads :-

" , 1he provisions of the British North America Act, 1867, shall (e x cept those parts
thereof which are in ternis made, or by reasonable intendment may be held to be specifically
applicable to and only affect, one and not the whole of the provinces no w comprising the
Dominion, tu.ef except so far as the cime be varied by this Minute) be applicable to
British Columbia in the saine wil v and to the like extent as they apply to the other provinces
of the Dominion, and as if the Colony of British Columbia had been one of the pro v inces
originnlh• nn,tcd, by tilt) ~aid Art . "

There is nothing in said " minute " or elsewhere to vary or restrict the full
applicability of Section 109 of the British North America Act to the Province of
British Columbia . In fact the applicability is confirmed indirectly by section
11 of the said Order in Council under which die province agreed to convey to
the Dominion, in aid of railway construction, certain " public lands " since known
as the British Columbia " Rttihv;ty Belt "-a provision predicated upon pro-
vincial ownership of the land . This Railway Belt was soon after sttpplemented
by tt large grnnt of I ;tncl in the l'cacc River 1)ish•ict . `utnc parts oc these lands,
so transferred to it, were alienated by thc Dominion, but in 1930, :01lowing the
report of the Royal Commission ikmm•n as the 'Martin Report) all the unalien-
ated portion.,, thereof were re-conveyed to the province . The conveyance of
the land and the re-eonvcy,tnce ineluclcd tlte aclminir-tration and control of
itatural rcsourcciz .

10. Prince E4tt r.rd L~lcut~t cntcroi tilt, union iit 1873 With no public domain
whatcver, the Nvhttle having been ;tl~~ntited nruw decades before . Because of
these special circumst<tnces, that province rerci\'ed a money s .tbsidy in these
term!z :-

" That as thc Governnwnt of Prince Edward IsIcund holds no lands from the Crown, and
c•1)ns(yncut1Y enioç~ no n\,nr frcun thut >unno 6)r thr rou,truc tion and maint,nnnrr of
local works, the Dominion Government shall pay by half-yearly instalments, in advance . to
tue Govcrnnunt of Yrin :-c Edward Island, forty-five thousand dollars per annum . . . . . . "

U . Alberta .-By the Alberta Act, 1905, (Dominion) a portion of the then
North-West Territories was formed into the Province of Alberta, and by virtue
of the sttme statute it became one of the provinces of Canada . The administra-
tion and control of the nattral resources was retnined by the Dominion, as
provided for by section 21 of the Alhwrta Act which reads as follows :--

" All Crown hind s , mines and minerai-, and ro
, v

alties incident thereto, and the interest
of the Crown in the waters w ithin the province under the Northwest Irrigation Act, 1898 ,
shall continue to be ve,,ted in the Crown and ad :ninistered by the Go v ernment of Canada
for be purposes of C'c k naci, subject !o the pro v isions of any Act of the Parliament of
Canada w ith respect to road allo wances and roads or trails in force immediately before the
coming into force of t ;ii!~ Act . H•hich shall apph• to the said provincc with (lie sub titution
therein of the said pio v ince-for the \orthKest Territories ."

In lieu of the public lands, so withheld, -Alberta was granted an annual
sttbsidy which is hereinafter referred to more specifically .

12. Saskatchewan was organized and brought into Confederation at the
same time as Alberta and on the same terms as to natural resources . Like
Alberta, it received an annual subsidy in lieu of public domain .
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13: A summary of these results

O n t a r i o . .
Quebec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nova Scotia .
New B r u n s w i c k . .
Manitoba
British Columbia . . . . . . . . .
Prince Edward Island . . . . . . . . . .
Saskatchewan . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Alberta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

follows:-

Date of Provincial Received
Entry into Control of Subsidy

Confederation Resources in lieu'
July 1, 1867 Yes No
July 1, 1867 Yes No
July 1, 1867 Yes No
July 1, 1867 Yes No
July 15, 1870 No No
July 20. 1871 Yes No
July 1, 1873 None Yes
Sept. 1, 1905 No YeR
Sept. 1, 1905 No Yee

14 . Prairie Provinces in unique position.-Thus we see that the only Cana-
dian provinces from which the control of natural resources was withheld by the
Dominion are Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta . None of these three
provinces had any existence as such until the moment it entered Confedera-
tion . None of,them, therefore, was ever in a position to register objection to the
denial of resources control until after it came into being, and by that time it
was without control . All the other six provinces had legal existence as self-
governing colonies before entering the union and were, therefore, able to express
their wishes in the matter of the control of public domain . The natural resour-
ces of the three prairie provinces, being completely in the hands of Dominion
authorities, were utilized to meet Dominion desires at a time when the Dom-
inion, for very special national reasons, desired control of the prairie resources
for federal purposes .

9Sb46-2
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CHAPTER III

TIIE DOMINION'S CONTROL OF NATURAL RESOURCE S

15 . The purposes of Canada .-Inspired from the beginning with a deter-
mination to bring the whole of British North America ttnder one government,
the Dominion promptly set out to secure control of all unorganized territory
outside of the original provinces. In 1870, it acquired the Northwest Terri-
tories and Rupert's Land by Imperial Order in Council, after the Hudson's
Bay Company had surrendered its rights in those regions . The next step was to
bring the colony of British Columbia into the union ; and in order to meet the
conditions imposed by that colony, the Dominion had to undertake to build
a line of railway to connect the Pacific coast . with central Canada . That under-
taking, to the young Confederation, was one of colossal proportions, involving
not only the building of more than 2,000 miles of railway across unsettled
prairies and through rough and mountainous country, but also the colonizing
and settling of the fertile areas through which the railway was to pass . Thus
two great problems came into being, (1) railway construction in the West, and
(2) settlement of the prairies .

16 . Railway construction .-After casting about for some time, the Dom-
inion eventually settled upon a policy of building the railway through the
instrumentality of a private corporation aided by generous grants of land .
This policy was later modified by reducing the land grants, and substituting a
cash subsidy for the eliminated lands . The contract bctwecn the Dominion and
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company called for a grant of 25,000,000 acres
of lands to be selected b y the company in alternate sections throughout the
fertile area of the prairics-an -arrangement• which was to be still further modi-
fled before the final completion of the contract. Other benefits and privileges
affecting the land, including tax exemption for twenty years after the grant .
from the Crown, were conferred upon the company .

As time went on, additional land subsidies were promised to the Canadian
Pacific Railway for subsidiary lines, and to other railway companies for other
projected lines . By 1905, more than 55,000,000 acres of prairie lands had been
so pledged, but, only two-thirds of this acreage was eventually earned by actual
construction . Well before 1905, the poiic}• of subsidizing railway construction
by land grants had been discontinued but the process of selecting these lands
~o earned, and the after-math of tax exemption, remained for many years to
"ex the growing communities of the West .

It should be pointed out. that practically the whole burden of providing
land for these railway subsidies, not, only for the railways within the Prairie
Provinces, as set up in 1905, but for the railways to the north, as well as for
portions of the Caazdian Pacific lying in Western Ontario and in British
Columbia, fell to the lot. of the three Prairie Provinces .

17 . Coloniaation and settlentent .--Indissoluhly linked up with railway con-
struction, as part of a nation-building program, lay the need of settlinfi the
iertile areas of the prairie with permanent agriculturists . The Dominion met
the challenge by making colonization and settlement a prominent feature of its
national policy. From 1870 onward for about twenty-five years, the Dominion
pressetl- settlement as best it could, but progress though substantial was slow .
Shortly before 1900, the Dominion gave to this colonization policy a greatly
increased importance in its national program, and this fact, synchronizing with
very favourable world conditions, gave to western settlement a new and powerful
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stimulus . By 1905, there were sufficient settlers between 'Manitoba and the
Rookies to warrant the organization of the two provinces of Saskatchewan and
Alberta with a population estimated at a quai-ter of a million each, and with
railways constructed or under construotion running into thousavds of miles .

18 . Alberta started out on its career on this full tide of immigration and
settlement activity . Capital in great abundalice poured into the country and
provided for the construction of all kinds of communications and public services .
For the first few years after 1905, the progres,- of colonization and development
was so great as to be almost without .parallel in modern history. Thereafter
development slowed down, paused during the Great War, then resumed its prog-
ress intermittently . In 1930, the Dominion retired from the administration and
handed over to the province the unalienated portions of the resources .
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CHAPTER I V

THE ATTITUDE OF THE PRAIRIE PROVINCES

19 . In the earlier stages of the Dominion's administration, the three
prairie provinces displayed no common front on the question of control of natural
resources ; but by the time that long administration approached its close, the
three provinces were unanimous in their demand not only for transfer of the
unalienated resources, but also for compensation for alleged losses resulting from
the llominion'~ administration . The course of development of this last attitude
may now be brieüv traced .

20. Manitoba . -This province, having neither the public lands nor a money
subsidy in lieu thereof, early began a campaign to secure the one or the other .
In 1882, the province attained its first success in the form of an annual "indem-
nity " of $45,000 in lieu of lands . This indemnity continued until 1885, when it
was increased to G100A0 0 a year, at which figure it remained until July 1, 1908 .
Beginning front this later date, the subsidy was raised to the saine level, based
on area and population, as that which prevailed for Saskatchewan and Alberta
front September 1, 1905 . This new arrangenientwns effected in 1912 but was
made retroactive to 1908 .

In return for raising \Ianitoba's subsidy to the saine scale as that of Alberta
and Saskatchewan, the Dominion required that an adjushnent be made in respect
of the swamp lands and university lands . It was agreed between the Dominion
and the province that the unalienated swamp lands, under the administration and
control of the province, should be re-conveyed to the Dominion . In regard to
that portion of the swamp lands which had been alienated by the province, it
was agreed that the principal sum of $2,769,856 realized by the province from the
sales of those lands should constitute a debt of the province to the Dominion .
By this arrangement, lands transferred to the province for university purposes,
and estimated to be worth $300,000, were also taken into account-so that the
total debt agreed upon as owing by the province to the Dominion in respect of
swamp lands and university lands was $3,069,856. Upon this debt, interest at the
rate of five per cent per annum was to be paid, such payment to be made by
deducting the amount of the interest annually from the subsidy .

The demand for control of resources, though quieted by the 1912 arrange-
ment was not dead, was soon renewed in slightly different form ; and was con-
tinued with more or less regula;~ insistence until 1928. In that year the Govern-
ment of Canada entered into on agreement with the Government of Manitoba
whereby the unalienated resources were to be transferred to Manitoba, and a
commission was to be appointed to e . :7uire into and report upon the adjustment
of financial terms with the view of placing the province in a position of equality
with the other provinces of Confederation as from 1870. The commission was
accordingly appointed, and in due course madé a report, of which frequent men-
tion is made in these pages, recommendin g

(a) that the sca'.P of subsidies adopted in 1912, effective from 1908, w as
adequate and should continue for all time to come ;

(b) that for the years 1870 to 1908 payment be made in cash of a sum reprë-
senting the difference between the annual amounts which in the opinion
of the commissioners ought to have been paid to the province during
those years and the amounts which the province actually received .
(During the years from 1870 to 1881 the province had received no sub-
sidy. From 1881 to 1886 it received -$45,000 -per annum ; and from
1886 to 1908 it received $100,000 per annum .)
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The Manitoba Commission took advantage of the ocension to clear away
the arrangement made in 1912 between Manitoba and the Dominion with respect
to the Fwamp lands and university lands-relieving the province of the manifest
anoma;y of being charged for lands which under the transfer agreement were
recognized as really being its ewn property . In the outcome, the subsidy short-
ages were adjusted at $4,584,000, a sum which was actually paid-to the province
in 1930. And by this award, Manitoba had her subsidy brought up, without
modification, to the scale of that being paid to Alberta and Saskatchewan .

21 . Alberta .-This province was never placed in Manitoba's earlier position .
Like Manitoba it was not given control of resources ; but unlike Manitoba it
reccived, from the beginning, an annual cash subsidy in lieu thereof . Although
All erta wae not an actual party to the scheme of resources control, having had
no existence prior to the coming into force of the arrangement itself in 1905,
the province in successive provincial general elections endorsed the provincial
political party which had supported the resources arrangement. In those
elc,etions, control of the resources was an important, though not the only, issue
before the electorate, and the election rmults may properly be construed as
provincial approval of the scheme .

22 . Change of Alberta's attitude.-The records of the Legislature of Alberta
indicate that, as early as 1910, a desire for some modification of the resources
arrangement made in 1905 took definite form and was given official expression by
the Legislature. In the session of 1910 the following resolution was Parried :-

"\V•hercas the development of the Northern Districts of our province entails serious
firancial and other obligations ;

"Therefore be it resolved that this House approves of the action of the Government in
aheady opening negotiations with the Ottawa Government for the securing of the best pos-
sitde arrangement with respect to the control of all such natural resources as are of purely
local conce.ni and that they be urged to continue such negotiatians :"

The terms of this resolution contemplated only a limited departure from the
system of federal administration and cor+trol of the natural resources of Alberta .
Much more far-reaching proposals were soon to follow .

23 . 1Liovement for full provincial cont,rol .-In 1911 a federal general election
resulted in a new ministry under a new Prime Minister, who had previously gone
on record as favouring the transfer of natural resources to the prairie provinces
on some fair terms to be agreed upon. Prompted perhaps by these circumstances
the Alberta Legislature, at the session of 1911-1.2, passed the following resoltr-
tion :-

"Whereas the rapidly increaeing population of the Province of Alberta is placing ever-
increasing burdens upon the revenues of the province ; and

"Whereas the Dominion Government has failed to undertske the development of,
or supplying of transportation facilities to the newer portions of the province, thus forcing
the province to assume these responsibilities ; and

"jVhereas the regulating and inspecting of coal mines and the building and maintaining
of roads into the mining districts fall upon the provincial government, while the proceeds
from coal lands, coal leases, and royalties go into the Federal treasury ; and

"Whereas the revenue derived by the .Dcminion Government from . the public domain
within the province is greatly in excess of the cost of administering the same ;

"Therefore, be it resolved, that in the opinion of this Legislature all the natural
resources within the boundaries of the province should at the earliest possible date be
transferred to provincial control ."

Here, in marked contrast with the resolution of the preceding year, the Legis-
lature wènt the full length of urging that " all the natural resources within the
boundaries of the province " be handed over by the Dominion to -provincial
administration rnd control .

It is hardly necessary to set forth in detail the text of resolutions passed
during subsequent years or the various steps taken in the course of negotiations
to secure the transfer of the resources from the Dominion to the province . The
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matter was pressed continuously for a decade or more before the transfer finally
becamè 'a fact in 1930. In 1926 a transfer agreement had been reached between
the Dominion and the province but failed to become effective, and it remained
for the agreement dated December 14, 1929, to furnish the basis for legislation
which resulted in the transfer of the resources on October 1, 1930.

24. Saskatchewan.-As Saskatchewan's natural resources question has been
under consideration by a Royal Commission during the course of the present
enquiry, it is unnecessary here to say more than that, from 1911 on, Saskatche-
wan's attitude in respect to the transfer of resources was no less insistent than
►hat of Alberta . Fullei reference to Saskatchewan's attitude will be found in
,he report of the Saskatchewan Commission .
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CHAPTER V

THE REFERENCE : ITS SCOPE AND INTEN T

25 . The Reference .--It is now necessary to turn to the Reference with a view
of ascertaining precisely ü, ;; questions which we are called upon to investi-
gate . The Order in Council authorizing the Commission is a. step towards ful-
filment of an undertaking expressed in an agreement entered into between the
Government of Canada and the Government of Alberta, dated the 14th day
of December, 1929, and later approved, ratified and confirmed by necessary
legislation, (a) of the province (1930, Ch . 21), (b) of the Dominion (1930,
Ch. 3), and (c) of the Imperial Parliament (1930, Ch. 26) .

The terms of the Referen ce to the Commission are :- -
"To enqui re and report whether any, and if any, wh,at ccnsideration, in addition to

the sums provided in paragraph 20 of the said Agreement shall be paid to the province in
order that the province may be placed in a position of equality w i th the other Provinces
of Confederation with respect to t he administration and control of its natural resources
from the first day of September, 1905 ."

These ternis werè 'adopted from the said Agreement of December 14, 1929,
paragraph 22, which provided for the appointment of commissianera under
Part One of the Inquiries Act-

"To inquire and report whether any, and if any, what consideration, in addition to
the sums provided in paragraph twenty hereof, should be paid to the province in order
that the province may be placed in a position of equality with We other provinces of
Confederation with respect to the administration and control of its natural resources as
from its entrance into Confederation in 1905, such commissioners to be empowered to
decide what financial or other considerations are relevant to the inquiry and the report
to be submi t ted to the Parliament ot Canada and to the Legislature of Alberta ; and if
by the said report, the payment of any additional consideration is recommended, then,
upon agreement between the Governments of Canada and of the province followin g the
submiciion of such report, the said Governments will respectively introduce the legislation
necessary to give effect to such agreement ."

It should be noted here that shortly after the agreement between the
Dominion and the Province of Alberta had been signe d , a similar agreement
was reached by the Dominion and the Province of Saskatchewan . In the latter
case provision was made for the framing of a series of questions with a view
to determining whether or not the province-had; prior to its entrance into
Confederation on September 1, 1905, any right to the natural resources lying
within the territory which on that date became the Province of Saskatchewan .
These questions were to be prepared and submitted to the Supreme Court of
Canada for consideration and opinion, subject to the right of appeal to the____
Judici~l_ Cvmmittee-of -the--P-rivy-Council .--Acc~tl'ingly ,-qûestïons were pre-
pRred and submitted to the Supreme Couri; ; and were answered in the nega-
tive, that is, that prior to its formation, in 1905, the province had no rights in
the resources . (See 1931, Supreme Court Reports, page 263) . On appeal to
the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council ; these answers were affirmed, (1932,
Appeal Cases, page 28) . These answers settled an issue which affected Alberta
as we ll as Saskatchewan and they determined the starting point for the period
to be reviewed by the present Commission, that is, September 1, 1905 .

26 . For convenience of analysis, our directions may be set out in detail
as follows:-

(a) What consi .►eration, if any, should be paid by the Dominion to the
province, in addition to the sums provided in paragraph 20 of the
1929 Resources Agreement,
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(b) in order that the province may be placed in a position of equality
w ith the other Provinces of Confederation ,

(c) with respect to the administration and control of its natural resources,
(d) from the first , of September, 1905, till the first of October, 1930 .

2 7 . " TVhat consideration ."The term " consideration " as here used means
compen sation for loss of revenue sustained by the province in respect of its
natural resources .

28 . "In addition to the sums contained in para graph 20."-Said paragraph
20 follow s :-

"2D. In lieu of-the provision made by cubsc,^tion one of section tw enty of Thc Alberta
Act, Canadu will, from and after the date of the coming into force of this agreeme . ►t, pay
to the province by half-year!y payments in advance, or. the firt days of January and
July in each year, an annual suni based upon the popuh:tion of the province as from time
to time ascertained by the quinquennial census the mof, as follo w s :

"The sum payable until the population of the said p rovince reaches eight hundred
thousand shall be five hundred and sixty-two thousand five hundred dollars ;

"Thereafter, uptil such population reaches one million two hundred thousand, the sum
payable shall be seven hundred and fifty thousard dollars ;

"And thereafter the sum payable shall be one million one hundred and twenty-five
thousand dollars . "

It will be noted that under the provisions of this paragraph, the subsidy
can never be decreased even though the population decreases . The sum of
$562,500 a year is fi xed as a minimum, to be increased to $75 0 ,000 if and when
the population increases to 800,000, and to $1,125,000 when thé population
reaches 1,200,000 . The value and significance of this subsidy will be discussed
later . The point to be emphasized here is that the further possible compensation
to the province must be over and above these subsidy payments, to the making
of which the Dominion is already obligated .

29 . "In a position of equality ."-In any attempt to determine what is
meant by the term " eq v tality " as here used, it will be convenient to approach
the subject by the process of indicating briefly some of the inequalities which
are not meant to be-which cannot possibly be-overcome.

Physical inequalities among the provinces as at present eonstituted are first
to be noted . These affect all the provinces in varying degrees, and reach into all
classes of resources. The subjoined table illustrates inequalities in the acreage
of all land and in the portion thereof that is estimated to be fit for agriculture-
expressed in thousands of acres :-

Province
Prince Edward Island : . . . . . . . . . . . .

--Nova"Scotia .
New Brunswick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Quebec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ontari o
Manitoba . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Saskatchewan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Alberta .
British Columbia . . . .

_Total - Tôtal
Laud Area Arable Land

1,397 1,258
13,275 8,092
17,734 10,71 8

335,082 43,745
232,500 65,837
140,623 32,380
152,304 80,074
159,232 87,450
223,981 22X^ 3

Pre-Confederation inequalities. A second series of inequalities which clearly
lie entirely beyond our reach are those originating prior to the entry of the
various provinces into Confederation . Whether we refer to the original provinces
only, or to those as well that entered the Dominion in later years, we find in every
instance a material alienation of resources from the Crown, either by Imperial,
Dominion or Colonial authority . And the inequalities so created are wholl y
beyond our responsibility to consider or our powers to_ remedy. In common with
all other provinces-there is no exception whatr.ver--Alberta has been subject to
an alienation of lands and other resources antcdating its history as a province
of the Dominion ; but its position in that mgard is certainly no worse, and
perhaps materially better, than that of some of the other p rovinces .
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30. Special meaning of equality .-In discûssi g t question of equality,
the Royal Commission on the Transfer of the Natural R ources of Manitoba
drew attention repeatedly to the fact that equality does not and cannot mean
equality in an unqualified sense. To quote from their report :-

"The provinces received equal treatment in this respect, that each one acquired what was
léft`ôf the natural resources within its h :rritory, however great or small the value of
these resources may have been in one case or another ." (p . ?l) .

"The equality established among these four provinces by the Confederation pacb was
one of method rather than of pecuniary benefit. Each province kept what it had, regardlese
of its value, just as it surrendered to the central government its oiher sources of revenue
regardless of their value . But the reeulte obtained in each case up to the preeen .t have
shown that great differences exist in these respective values, because the revenue yielded
annually from the natural resouroes is much greater in some provinces thin in others ."
(p . 11-12) .

"It appears therefore from the foregcing that the four original provinces of Confedera-
tion received equal treatment in regard to their natural resources in this respect.-that
each retained what it had possessed previously, regardless of natural ditferenaes of volume
and value, and regardless also of all past acts of administration affecting this value" (p . 13) .

" Bearing in mind the object sought to be attained by this Order in Council, which, as
we understand it, is W place Manitoba, in so far as is now possible, in the position of a
fully autonomous and fully endowed member of Confederation, we think it admissible to
proceed by inquiring in the first place into the treatment which the province has received
from the time of its creation down to the present. We can then decide whether, in view of t? ► e
situatim thus revealed, Manitoba is in as good financial position as she would probably have
been ~n had her right to the administration and control of her natural resources been conceded
from the beginning ." (p . 21) .

"We have seen how, in entering the Union, each province kept what it had within its
own provincial territory, for better or for worse, regardless of losses in the oast which had
been great in most cases, and of the superior or inferior value of the resources of other
provinces ." (p . 31) .

The most that can be said is that, however much inequality existed among
the provinces at their entry into Confederation, the provinces ought to receive
from the Dominion fair and equal treatment in regard to the natural resources
lying within their respective boundaries, and should be regarded as having
equal opportunity to deal with their resources each in its own particular way .

31 . "The other Provinces of Confederation ."-Nhat is meant by the other
provinces? The four original provinces certainly are included-in anothér part
of the agreement, they are expressly mentioned . Of the western provinces, British
Columbia should be ineluded; it has had its resources from the beginning.
-hfanitobâ should be included,-its resources problem has been settled . Sas-
katchewan should be included only if its natural resources problem reaches
final solution in terms consistent with the recommendations contained for
Alberta in this report. Prince Edward Island can furnisli bitt little that is
relevant to our enquiry; but need not, in principle, be excluded . On the whole,
we construe " the other provinces of Confederation " to mean all the other
provinces of Canada .

32. " With respect to the administration and control ."-The administration
and control, contemplated under this heading, extends through the entire period
from September 1, 1905, to October 1, 1930, and refers to every form of natural
resource . It embraces every form of actual dealing with resources -on . the part
of the Dominion, and the equal right, now retroactively to be asstïïned for
the province, to deal with any and every part of those same resources during
that same period, 1905-1930 .

33 . The term "natural resources," as used in our commission and in para-
graph 22 of the 1929 agreement, is not expressly defined . Its meaning• is to be
gathered therefore from the implications of other parts of the agreement, and from
certain acts of Parliament dealing with natural resources . The agreement, in
its recitals, refers to "lands, mines and minerals," and to "the interest of the

9SH 6-S .
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Cron•n in the waters within the province," but in its operative clause, it transfers
" the interest of the Crown in all Crown land,,:, mines, minerals,'_omitting
mention of the waters . All these expressions refer to natural resources. In other
parts of the agreement, and in the Alberta Act, 1b05, and still other acts of
Parliament, natural resources are sometimes referrcd to as " Crown lands,"
it public land " " and " publie domain." The Britis!i North America Act, in
Section 109, describes them as " all lands, mines, minerals . "

34 . The tervn "lands," in its ordinary legal sense means- and includes not
only the surface soil, but, every :hing below as well as above that surface,-every-
thing from the centre of the carth to the highest heavens . That being so, and
in absence of some special rerison, the constituent parts or incidentals of lands,
such as mines, minerals or waters, would ordinarily be included in the term .
By the same token, it would seem that, if enumeration is made of any of the
part .,, it, Fhould be extended to all of them ; otherwise, by the rules of interpre-
tation, the unèhunrerated part., would be excluded . The British North America
Act, 18 67, Section 109, sets the. precedent of enumerating some but not all of
the particulars . It mentions " lands " and follows up with " mines, minerals "
as constituting the natural resources which are to be retained by the original
four provinces respectively . This description of natural resources was adopted,
slightly amplified, in the Alberta agreement of 1929, and we may, therefore,
justly assume that the 1929 agreement intended to pass to Alberta all the
resources within its boundaries as fully and completely as the British North
Ame;ica Act intenvled for the original provinces . No question has ever been
raised, or at any raie effectively raised, that the original provinces retained less
than all of their natural resources, not only the enumerated parts, but also
unenumerated parts, such as quarries, oils, gas, forests and waters . By the saine
token all such should pass to Alberta . That they have passed, is not questioned,
except in the case of waters and water-powers .

3 5 . 1Pater and uatcr-pou•ers .--Earlyin the course of-this eiïquiry, doubts
were expretisedas to whether or not waters are included in the transfer . The
doitlït "u•ises from the express mention of waters in the recitals, and the omission
of any such mention in the transferring clause-a doubt, which is not completely
removed by the provisions relating to waters appearing in subsequent paragraphs
of the agreement .

This subject was discussed by Counsel for the respective Governments and
it was intimated to us that a supplementary agreement would probably-be made,
if considered necessary, to remove any doubts in the matter . As we have since
received no more detinite information, we think it proper to say that while we
accept. the view that wnters, and water-powers have passed to the province under
the Resources Transfer Agreement of 1929, we do so only for the purposes of this
report and not with P. view to expressing an opinion on what may become a
question of law foi later deterniination . In any event, our recommendations
should, in our judgment, stind unatfected . Should it later be found that the water
resources have not pas.ed, two alternatives will present themselves . First, the
tran,efer may be effected then or soon theréafter by supplementary agreement
and legislation, in which case the conditions assumed in our recommendations
will be fulfilled . The ~econd alternative is that the water resources may remain
indefinitely under federal administration and cc.ntroi . If so, the Dominion will
be carrying on, in the Province of Alberta, the h,iministration of resources of
which the burden of management, elsewhere in Canada, falls upon the provinces
themselvcs . Inasmuch as the expense of administering the waters and water-
pon•ers in Alberta has in past years substantially exceeded the revenues there-
from, and in the absence of evidence as to what the future may disclose in this
respect, we do not consider that such an outcome would afford ground for varying
in any way the recommendations and conclusions which appear later in this
report .
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36 . " Royalties " derivable front, and "stuns of n► oner/ receivable " in respect
of natural resources, are not in themselves natural resources . They are révrnttes
from resources and as such pass to the province ttnder express assignment in
the agreetnent .

37 . School lands ..1 suggestion has been made that. these are trust lands
and not public lands in the ordinary sense, and that they are therefore not
included in " natural resources," and so are not within the scope of our enquiry .
The unalienated portions of these lands, as forming part, of " the Crown lands,"
mentioned in the 1929 agreement, have ae.tually been transferred to the province ;
the propriety of so transferring them is not questioned . If, then, these lands
were Cro wn lands and were a proper subject, for transfer in 1930, as part of the
natural resources, they must also be natural resources for the purposes of this
enquiry . We, therefore, treat them as a proper subject for enquiry in respect of
the administration and control of natural resources . But we have thought it es sen-
tial-owing to the special provisions applying to the use of funds arising from
school lands-to state our conclusions in regard to school lands claims separately
from t hose pertaining to claims relative to other resources.

38 . " As from the first of September, 1905."-We have already seen that this
date has, since the making of the agreement, been definitely settled as the begin-
ning of the period ttnder review.

39 . "Till the first of October, 1930 ."-The terminating date of this period
is not mentioned in our Commission, nor in the order in council authorizing our
Commission, nor even in paragraph 22 of the agreement which provided for the
enquiry. In paragraph 25 of the agreement, the terminating date is f xed, anove-
abl,y, upon the happening of certain events .-- By -a-suliplmentary agreement
entered into_by-the Fiovet'htïicnt 6f the Dominion and the Government of the
province, dated July 29, 1930, the terminating date was expressly fi xed as
October 1, 1930. And upon this date, so set, the administration and control of
the province's resources were actually hancled over by the Dominion and assumed
by the province .

40. The transfer is subject to pre-existing trusts and interests .-By para-
graph 1 of the 1929 agreement, the resources are transferred " subject to any
trusts existing in respect thereof, and to any interest other than that of the Crown
in the same." This provision is copied in substance from Sect -ion 109 of the
British North America Act, 1867, where it is made app l icable to the retention,
by the original provinces, of their unalienated natural resources .

The meaning and signi ficance of the terms " trusts " and " interests," as
therein employed, were considered and determined by the Judicial Committee
of the Privy Council in the case of The Attorney-General of the Dominion vs .
Attorney-General of Ontario, reported in 1897, Appeal Cases 199 . That tribunal
laid it down, that

The expressions `subject to any trusts existing in respect thereof,' and `subject to any
interests other than that of the province,' appear to their Lordships to be intended to refer
to different classes of right .

"Their Lordships are not prepared to hold that the word `t•rust' was meant by t he
Legislature to be strictly limited to such proper trusts as a Court of Equity would undertake
to administer ; but, in the ei r opinion, it must at least have been intended to signify the exist-
ence of a contractual or legal duty, incumbent upon the holder of the beneficial estnte or its
proceeds, to make pa 3,m ent., out of one nr other of these, of the debt due to the creditor to
whom that duty ought to betfulfilled .

"On the other hand, `an interest other than that of the province in the same,' appears
to them to denote some right or interest in a third party, independent of and capable ol
bëift vindicated in competibion w ith the benefi cial interest of the old provin ce."

9M46--31
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CHAPTER VI

ALBERTA'S CLAI MS-GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

41 . The grounds upon which Alberta's case for additional compensation was
advanced cannot be reduced to a series of specific items of claim . Counsel for
the province examined in a comprehensive way the many phases of the Domin-
ion's administration of Alberta's resources from 1905 to 1930, setting out in detail
the extent and purposes of the land alienations, the practices followed in the
sale and management of school lands, the methods and policies governing the
administration of grazing lands, timber and mineral resources . The Dominion's
revenues and expenditures were likewise subjected to close analysis . All these
matters were reviewed not with the motive of calling into question the purposes
or the efficiency of federal management but rather with the main intent of reveal-
ing those features of administration with which a provincial government would
have dealt differently, seeking especially to obtain greater net revenues . In
some instances specific amounts were mentioned by Counsel for the province as
representing probable provincial increases of gross revenue or decreases of admin-
istrative costs ; but the setting out of those amounts would hardly do justice to
the full weight of the case advanced on behalf of the province .

In succeeding paragraphs we briefly review the major bases upon which the
claim for added compensation rests, dividing them for our own purposes into four
groups relating respectively to:-

(a) The alienation of surface rights,
(b) The alienation of under-rights,
(c) Administrative methods ,
(d) Miscellaneous matters .

A nord of explanation is required with regard to group (c) . We us,. the
term " administrative methods " to cover a rather wide range of matters upon
which Counsel for the province strongly urged that a provincial administration
would have departed radically both from the policies and from the de ►.ailed
methods of management adopted b ~y the Dominion . These matters relate pf:rtly
to lands-chiefly school lands-and partly to resources such as grazing lands,
minerals and timber which ordinarily are leased, rather than alienated outright
from the Crown, and are developed ünder the leasehold system coupled with the
payment of rentals, royalties or other dues .

42. Alienation defined .-The term " alienat.ion," used so frequently in this
enquiry and report, is a comprehensive one, embracing not only actual convey-
ances but also commitments to convey . The commitments to convey were in
the nature of agreements, or undertakings, or licences, sometimes conditional,
sometimes absolute, which, when acted upon by persons or companies dealing
with the Crown, created in them the right to demand and receive conveyances .
Conveyances were made (a) by patents, (b) by Orders in Council, or (c) by
notices having the force of patents . . Alienations, as we use the word, cover
principally the agricultural lands which were given away or sold, plus a small
acreage of lands, containing coal and bituminous sands, that were sold outright .
The leasing of timber, mineral and grazing lands, under terms requiring the
pnyment of rentals, royalties or other dues, we do not regard as comprising
alienations in the full sense .

43 . Ascertainment of acreages .-In every alienation of land, one important
factor is acreage. The figures representing these acreages have been prepared on
behalf of the Dominion Government front departmental records and have been
accepted by the province as accurate or approximately so .
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The commitments which were entered into prior to September 1, 1905, created
trusts or interests which the province after 1905 would have been bound to
honour, at the option of the beneficiary ; and to the extent that they were not
cancelled or abandoned after 1905, they were honoured, and consequently are
excluded from further consideration . By the same token, commitments entered
into before, but not completed by actual conveyance till after, October 1, 1930,
are properly included in alienations, except so far as they might be abandoned
or cancelled after October 1, 1930 . Such cancellations are apportioned among
the appropriate items of alienations . Our figures, therefore, represent the net
acreages stated in round figures .

44 . Values.-Counsel for the province submitted a considerable volume of
data bearing upon the unit values of lands and other resources in Alberta at
various periods in the history of the province . The data respecting land vülües
were chiefly in the form of records of actual land sales and prices . This material
was presented with the intent of giving some indication of the prices that could
have been realized in different years from the public sale of provincial lands .
Later we deal at some length with this whole question of valuation as it relates
to the problem before us.

45 . Extent of surface alienations.-Owing to the special features of Alberta's
claim, it will be necessary to consider the alienations of surface rights inde-
pendently of alienations of sub-surface rights . For convenience of comparison
we will follow, as far as applicable the classifications followed in the Saskatche-
wan Report, and deal first with tfle alienations of surface rights, in respect of
which the province would probably have derived its principal land revenues
during the period 1905-1930. These are:-

(a) To settlers,-- acres
Free homesteads . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,800,000
Pre-emptions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,700,000
Purchased homesteads . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 280,000

(b) To soldiers as bounties,-
South African Veterans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000,000
Great War Veterans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 750,000

(c) Various other uses, including some half-breed grants . . . . . . . . 770,000

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20,300,000

From all these lands, so alienated, the province may fairly claim that it would
probably have derived sübstantial revenues .

46 . Other surface alienations:There were alienations, exceeding 7,000,000
acres, patented after September 1, 1905, in fulfilment of commitments entered into

V
or to that date . These included large acreages of homestead lands, Hudson' s
y Company lands, sales, grants for railway subsidies and for many other pur-

poses . For these lands, as for several million acres actually patented prior to
1905, the province can make no claim .

There is another large group of alienations made after 1905 for which the
province either makes no claim at all or has no right to claim on grounds of
alienation . 'fhese include :

acres
(a) School lands, for which the province makes a claim o n

the grounds of administration but not of alienation . . . . 1,240,000
(b) National parks, established and maintained by the Dom-

inion, for which the province makes no claim . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,435,000
(c) Lands for various charitable, religious, and communit ,

plirposes, some retentions for federal purposes, and a
part of the half-breed grants. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75,000

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14,750,000
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47 . Coniment on alicnation s .-Tbe figures given in these computations of
alienations are stated roundly, but may be relied upon as approximately correct,
and as pre,enting a fairly accurate picture of the total alienations of surface
rights between 1905 and 1930 . In arriving at these figures we have made but very
sli,(~ht allowances for cancellation after 1930 of commitments entered into prior
to that ciate . The commitments, subject to the slight• reductions for cancella-
tion, are included . Alienations completed by conveyance before 1905, although
extensive in area, are not relevant to this enquiry and therefore are not detailed
here .

48 . :ilienations of indcr-rights .-These alienations during 1905-193t , totalled
in the gross nearly 4,700,000 acres . But, of these, all except• a few hundred thou-
sand acres were in fulfilment of commitments entered into prior to September 1,
1905, and so are removed from further consideration . Although the net totals
of alienntions of under-rights in Alberta, when measured in ternis of acres, are
far below those of Manitoba and Saskatchewan during the Dominion's admin-
istration of the re~iources of those provinces, they exceed the alienations of such
rights in those provinces when gauged in terms of actual mineral quantity and
value. For this reason these mineral alienations constitute for Alberta, much
more than for the two sister provinces, a basis of claim in respect of revenue lost
to the province (luring the I)oniinion's administration . The mineral wealth so
alienated comprised many formS, but chiefly coal, petroleutn and natural gas .
The claim for compensation in respect of under-rights is dealt, with under the
heading " mineral claims . "

49 . The administrative claims .-These have to do with the Dominion's meth-
ods and policies of handling school lands, grazing lands, and timber and mineral
resotn•ce,~ . The school lands, because of their special nature as a trust, are
dealt with under a separate heading . The grazing and timber claims are based
upon the contention that the province would have produced, from these resources,
more revenue than the Dominion actually received . For present purposes,
it is sufficient to say that the grazing leases had to do with two classes
of grazing lands-(a) the reclaimed or unsold school lands, and (b) ranching
lands ; and that the annual rentals secured from school leases were, on the
whole, nearly twice as high per acre as those secured from ranching lands . The
province clainis that all rentals should have been on the higher level . The
timber claims are based on somewhat similar grounds . The forests were,
for the greater part of the period, administered under two branches of the
Department of the Interior-(a) the Timber and Grazing Branch, and (b) the
Forestry Branch . The revenue secured under the Forestry Branch was appar-
ently considerably higher per unit of timber cut• than that obtained under
the other branch, and here again the province would have the higher scale
applied throughout . Further, as a factor affecting the net revenue from timber
resources, Counsel for the province stressed the necessity, which the province
would have been ttnder, to content itself with smaller expenditttres upon the
protective and other services of forest management .

The claims relating to minerals are of diverse character and of major import-
ance. Partly they have to do with the patenting of under-rights along with
surface rights as dealt with in Paragraph 48 . In other instances, valuable min-
eral lands containing coal and bituminous sands were sold-alienated for all time
-at prices per acre which in the view of the province were too low . Then there
were phases of mineral administration giving rise to claims of the type that we
briefly designate as " administrative claims "-that is, claims based on the con-
tention that the methods of administration followed by the Dominion would have
been vitally changed by the province chiefly in the direction of more rigorous
collection Of revenue . The mineral claims of this type greatly exceed those con-
nected with the actual alienation of mineral lands or under-rights . It was sub-
tnitted and very strongly urged on behalf of the province that the collection of
revenue from coal lands and from petroleum and natural gas areas, held under
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lease, would have brought greater cash returns under provincial management
than wider the federal . Attention was drawn specifically to the cumulative total
of the amounts owing from coal operators to the Dominion administration at
the time of the resources transfer ; to the arrears of rentals on petroleum and
natural gas leases ; and to the failure of the Dominion to impose royalty on oil
production . Further, it was asserted that the province would not have followed,
without pronounced ►nodification, the practice under which the Dominion permit-
ted oil companies to pay rentals in part by a system of allowances or credits
for drilling expenditures . Taken in the aggregate these different factors form
the foundation for very large cJaims in respect of mineral resources .

50 . The miscellaneous clnims .-Under this heading are included claims of
various sorts which do not logically fall under either alienations or administrative
headings . They AN•ill be dealt with in detail in another place .

51 . Before procceding to con .çider the claiuts more particularly, we feel that
we should offer sonie general observations upon the fundamental principles and
tests to be applied to their solution . Our primary guiding principle is this-that
we seek to ascertain whether or not the province is as well off as it would have
been had it enjoyed the control and administration of its rPsources from 1905 to
1930 .

52 . Con ► pensation for ►nincrnls .-Refcrencc_may be made here to a claim
or argument thattmderlies the whole question of compensation for Alberta's
mineral resources . Counsel for the province pressed the view that, when the
original subsidy in lieu of lands was t ► nder consideration by the Parliament of
Canada in 1905, the amount of the subsidy was determined solely on the basis
of the estimated value of the lands and without regard to the value of the mineral
resources ; and that the subsidy paid in subsequent years should be looked upon
as compensation for the lands alone . According to that view, nothing has yet
been paid to the province on account of mirnr ►tl resources ; and the Dominion
should now remedy that omission by paying compensation in an amount equal
to the net revenues it derived from Alberta's minerals during the period 1905-
1930, plus the estimated additional sums that a provincial administration would
have realized . We do not concur in the view advanced on behalf of the province .
There is a good deal of obscurity regarding the manner in which the amounts
of the subsidies in lieu of lands, that were provided for under the Alberta and
Saskatchewan Acts, of 1905, were originally determined . But there is no doubt
that the continuing subsidy which Alberta is to receive ttnder the Transfer Agree-
ment of 1929 was intended to be looked upon as compensation for resources, of
whatever kind, alienated in past years by the Dominion in Alberta . We regard
the subsidies paid in the past, as well as those to be paid in the future, as compen-
sation for resources of all forms, including minerals and timber as tvell as arable
or grazing lands .

53. Alienations for revenuP.-It is urged by the province and must be con-
ceded that, under provincial administration, policies which would probably have
been adopted for settlement purposes would have been influenced by the prov-
ince's need for using the lands and other resources in some measure for revenue
purposes. Revenue policies and settlement policies may be combined but they
cannot be completely harmonized . In their very nature, each tends to make its
influence felt only at the expense of the other . Had the lands, or a substantial
share of them, been made available to settlers only at pr :ces comparable with
the ruling prices for western lands during the period 1905-1930, the province
would have raised considerable revenue ; but, in that manner, it Nvould automatic-
ally have placed some check upon settlement . Alienations would have been
somewhat reduced . Consequently a greater area of lands would have remained
for transfer to the province_ in 1930 . As a corollary to the foregoing, it seems
certain that with the restrictions in alienation and settlement imposed by revenue
policies, the demand for lands would have been less, and general land prices
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lower . When considering what revenue the province would probably have
derived from its resources, these two consequences of revenue policies must be
kept in clear view-(1) fewer alienations, ( 2) lower prices .

54 . Valuation for revenue .-In appraising values, we must bear in m ind
that the values to be sought are of very exceptional nature . 'I'héy are not values
measured by market or current prices prevailing during the period, nor by the
net proceeds of sales at such prices, calculated after making due allowance for
all costs of or incidental to administration and sale . The values which we must
seek are the values to the province for revenue purposes . The test is, how much
revenue would the province have derived from those resources had it been in
control of them. It was only because * the province was not to have its resources
" as a source of revenue," that it received compensation by way of annual subsidy
under the terms of the Alberta Act, 1905 ; and it was only because of the aliena-
tion or use of parts of the province's resources by the Dominion that the subsidy
is continued for all time to come as compensation under paragraph 20 of the
1929 agreement, and is now to be supplemented if, on th is enquiry, the subsidy
is found to be inadequate . We cannot, too strongly, emphasize that we are not
eoncerned with the gross or aggregate value of Alberta's lands and other resources .
We are concerned only with the net revenue which the province would probably
have derived from them in circumstances very different from those which actu-
ally prevailed between 1905 and 1930 .

65 . Revenue equivalent .-Had the province been in control of its resources,
it would not have had the subsidy, and would have been under the necessity of
securing revenue, equivalent to the subsidy, in some, other way. We are by no
means convinced that the province would have felt it necessary to resort wholly
to the lands or other resources to find the revenue equi v alent to the subsidy. It
might very well have made up the deficiency, at least in part, ( 1) by taxation in
other directions, (2) by borrow ing, or (3) by reduced expendltUCe . To the extent
to which the revenue would have been derived from the resources it would serve
as a measure for additional compensation only in so far as it , exceeded the actual
value of the subsidv and other direct benefits .

56 . 1lfetliods of obtaining revenue .-There are only two general methods of
obtaining revenue from public lands-(1) sales, and (2) leases . If sales had
been resorted to, the proceeds thereof-that is the g ross price less all cost of and
incidental to selling and administering-would in a sense constitute revenue; but
such revenue would be a suhstitute for the lands so sold, and any consumption
of that capital revenue would be equivalent to a corresponding loss of the lands
as any further source of revenue. If such capital proceeds were invested, the
intere s t therefrom would constitute continuing revenue . If leases were made the
basis of revenue, the income therefrom would be analogous to income derived from
the invested proceeds of sales . In the Dominion, any extensive scheme of secur-
ing provincial revenue by leasing agricultural lands is unkno wn, although it is
otherwise with forest s, waters, mines and grazing lands . The arable lands in the
Canadian provinces have in general been in part given away free, and in part
sold . Both rentals and sale prices of Crown lands have almost uniformly been
moderate .

57 . Probability the only test .---Iu endeavouring to determine what policies
the province would have pursued when dealing with its resources, we are to be
guided by a few fundamental considerations and are to seek, not what the
province might have done, or what it could have done, but only what it would
have done. In the absence of any conclusive evidence as to what the province
would have done, we have to content ourselves with determinin g as best we may
what the province would probably have done . Probability is therefore the test .
It is also the test applied by the Manitoba Commission .
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58 . Probabie provincial attitude .-Under the assumed provincial administra-
tion, the province would, as already pointed out, have had no subsidy as a
source of revenue and would, therefore, have been under the necessity of supply-
ing that revenué, at least in part, from the resources . The necessity would surely
have created, in both the people and the Government of Alberta, an outlook far
different from that which prevailed under Dominion administration. ihe fact
that the Dominion had the responsibility of looking after these resources, and
that the province was only indirectly affected by generosity in alienations, must
have created in the minds of tha people a certain indifference to the free and
easy disposal c; E the lands. Had they been charged with a sense of ownership
and responsibility, and with the necessity of providing somc revenue from those
lands, their attitude would surely have been quite different.

5 9 . Revenue precedents .-The province would have had before it, from the
very beginning, the example of Manitoba'- policies of securing provincial
revenues from the sale of its swamp lands . These swamp lands were admittedly
inferior lands-designated by statute " waste lands "-and until drained were
hardly fit for settlement ; they had been rejected by the Manitoba South Eastern
railway as not being " fairly fit for settlement ." Manitoba sold those lands
extensively between 1885 and 1908 for substantial prices, and used the proceeds
as current revenue .

There was also the example of the school lands in Alberta and the other
prairie provinces . These lands sold at high prices, under very special and favour-
able conditions . Although they comprise only one-eighteenth of the abricultural
lands of the province, and although only little more than 1,240,000 acres wer e

_sold, these lands produced very large aggregate returns . They suggest the
poss ibilities of revenue production from other Alberta lands .

Pre-emptions and purchased homesteads, as sold by the Dominion, afford an
indication of what the province would probably have done with some of the
settlement lands. These lands were available only in the sub-humid areas of
the province, and were regarded as much less desirable than the average of good
lands ; yet the Dominion, whose policies were designed for settlement and not
revenue, sold 2,000,000 acres of these lands at $3 an acre. It would seem that
the province, with its desire for revenue as well as settlement, would probably
have followed and greatly extended this policy of selling lands to settlers .

These examples must not be applied without reservation and qualifications
adapting them to the conditions that would have prevailed under a provincial
administration ; but they do serve as useful guides for us in determining what
the province would probably have done with its agricultural lands. In regard
to other resources-notably timber and minerals-Alberta would have found a
wealth of experience to draw upon in the older provinces, several of which have
for many years depended upon their forests or minerals, or both, to produce
steady and substantial revenues .

60. Comparing the actual with an assumed administration .-The Dominion's
administration is to be found in actual records ; the province's administration is
to be based on assumptions and inferences . The one has a foundation of cer-
tainties ; the other of probabilities . Stated more explicitly, the Dominion's
administration is to be ascertained by examining, analysing, and classifying the
actual administrative transactions of the period-a task which, although it
involves an immense amount of labour and care, is simple in principle and should
be fairly definite in results; the province's administration, on the other hand,
is to be ascertained from assumptions based upon, and inferences drawn from
a wide examination and comparison of statements and actions, both official and
unofiîcial, of public men and public bodies within the province itself, as well as
from the records of administration by the Dominion of resources in certain other
provinces, and from the records of administration by other provinces of their
respective resources .
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1\'hen so constructed, the province's administration is to be compared with
that of the Dominion ; and if that comparison proves favourable to the province,
the difference between the two administrations must then be appraised in dollars .
Obviously, the problem is one which does not lend itself to clear-cut determinr.-
tions . The most that can be hoped for is approximations .

61 . 1)ontinion purposes, and provincial purposes .-The Alberta Act, 1905,
provided that all Alberta's resotrees were to be "aciministered by the Govern-
ment. of Canada for the piirposes of Canada " ; the 1929 anreement declares that
thw-c Sam(, resourceiz shall now be considered to have been administered retro-
actively as from September 1, 1905, by the Government of Alberta for the pttr-
pO,c,s of Alberta .

'l'he line which separates the purposes of the Dominion fro m those of the
province is not always discernible . There is much overlapping of such purposes
and very little exclusiveness . ,llany, if not most, of the administrative policies,
mcthods and transactions of the period, even though initiated by the Dominion
in furtherance of its own purposes, served also, in vnrying degrees, to meet the
real needs and purposes of the province . This they did by attaining objectives
which the province, had it been in control, would surely have set for itself . More-
over, it may be said that in conferring benefits on the province, the Dominion
policies were, to some extent, serving purposes of the province . Such overlapping
and admixture of effects are inevitable . What must be apparent is that Domin-
ion purposes and provincial purposes do not necessarily conflict, or exclude each
other . There are miuiy ptn•poses common to the Dominion and the province .
For instancc, colonization and scttlement were avowed purposes of the Dominion ;
tlley would also have been ptuposes of a provincial administration . And by
whichever administration brought about, they would necessarily have resulted
in great expansion in the industrial and commercial life of the whole of Can-
ada, including the prairie provinces themselves . This principle of overlapping
piuposcs we regard as of fundamental importance as a guide to correct conclu-
sions in this investigation .

62 . Onerous consequcnces o1 rapid deve,lopnient .-Although the province
would have sought colonization and settlement on a large scale, it would probably,
carly, have learned that rapid, scattered settlement entails heavy burdens on a
new province for the construction and maintenance of highways, bridges, and
other means of communication as well as for schools and other necessary services .,
It is possible that, with the burden of providing for these services, the province
would have sought, in some measure, to restrain the march of the frontier
line by refraining from opening up new territories for settlement until the
regions already opened were comparatively well settled. By such measures,
the province might have avoided some of the oncrous burdens thrown upon it by
the unprecedented rapidity of colonization and settlement under the Dominion
rule .

63 . Revenues obtained by the Dorninion.-Notwithstnnding that the main
purposes of the Dominion in administering the western lands did not include the
production of revenues therefrom, the federal administration did secure from the
resources revenues in excess of its cost of administration . For the period under
review, these revenues exceeded $32,000,000, whereas the expenses, as charged
up by the Dominion, amounted to slightly over $30,000,000 . What might
have been attained under policies designed not for settlement alone, but for
settlement and revenue, is difficult to estimate, but assuredly substantial increases
of revenue might have been expected .

64 . Covernmental inethods.-\t'e must also keep in mind that the method
followed by governments generally in administering public domain, is not to press
too rigorously on pioneers and settlers, but to encourage them by generosity and
by leniency . This is almost universally true, and would almost surely have
afiected the policies and metho4s of the assumed provincial administration .
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65 . I.'conomic instability of the period.-Whatever the province may have
done in formulating policies for the administration of its resources, it would
have had to face, throughout the whole of the period, the same disturbing features
of great fluctuations in prices of lands and commodities . The period was one
of great economic instability, and «•ns_characterized by several booms at
varying intervals, each followed by its inevitable depression in prices . On the
rising inarkets-too often near the peak-purchasers secured school lands and
other lands, on deferred payment plans, only to find themselves unable to meet
these obligations in the periods of succeeding depressions . In many of these
cases, the alternatives open to the government administration were unpleasant, ;
either the purchaser had to be put off the land, or had to be allowed to remain
without payment of his debt . It is not conceivable that a provincial adminis-
tration could have escaped losses consequent on such conditions .

66 . The e.rproprialion iheory rejected.-The suggestion that we should treat
the resources as having been expropriated by the Dominion on September 1,
1905, cannot be accepted ; and compensation cannot, therefore, be calculated on
the basis of a conversion as of that date . Although such a method of dealing
with the p roblem would greatly simplify our task, especially that part of it
dealing w ith alienations, by eliminating practically all considerations except
values at. 1905, w ith perhaps interest thereon until 1930, it would preclude us fl ->>n
giving equal, consistent treatment to administrative questions which do not
involve alienations . H o wever clesirnble the suggested course might be on
grounds of simplicity, it is out of harmony with, not to say ~dverse to, the
spirit and letter of our Reference . The course laid out fptis/to review along
general lines, the whole actual administration by the flo ni iniQn of Alberta's
resources during the period in question .

The idea of expropriation appears in the report of the Manitoba Commis-
sion but, on scrutinizing the use of the term there in its relation o the general
exposition of the case, we feel justified in assuming that its u se w a s not intended
to imply anything contrar y to the view that Manitoba was to be compensated
only for its lo ss of revenue .

67 . Provincial ad iuinistration since 1930 .-The policies and methods adopted
and pur sued by Alberta in the administration of its- ressources s ince October 1,
1930, have been brought to our attention for comparison w ith those of the .
Dominion prior to that date . It i s suggested that they afford some guide to
what the province would probably have done had it been in control from 1905 .
It is true that these provincial policies and methods display a high degree of
diligence, thrift and care, and had they been applied to the administration of the
resources from 1905 to 1930, would either have produced large revenues or con-
served the resources . We must not, however, make the comparisons unless we
bear always in mind the sharp difference that exists between general economic
conditions during the years before and the years since 1930 . These differences
are so marked that the periods ought to be contrasted rather than compared . It
should also be borne in mind that the province assumed the burden and respon-
sibility of management only after a quarter-century of federal administration,
having before it as a guide all the experience and lessons of that period . On the
whole, the provincial administration since 1930 does indicate that a local " close-
up " administration de s igned for provincial rather than national purposes, has
many advantages .

68. Alberta's zrnalicnated resources.-The Dominion alienated outright a
very large acreage of Alberta's arable lands, and a limited acreage of mineral-
bearing lands . But the remaining resources, transferred to the province in 1930,
still constitute an extensive and valuable public domain . The province has
acquired all the resourcCs-coal lands, petroleum and natural gas areas, timber
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and grazing lands, waters and other resz)urces--which were not alienated in any
way by the Dominion or alienated only under various systems of leasing . The
other two prairie provinces hase similarly come into possession of unalienated
resources which in the aggregate are of great extent, subject to these differences
as compared with Alberta-that in the case of Manitoba the public domain was
in process of alienation by the Dominion over a much longer period, and that in
Saskatchewan's case the resources, consisting in greater degree of arable lands,
have in greater degree passed from the Crown .
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CHAPTER VI I

THE CLAIMS CONSIDERE D

69 . Free homestead lands .-In 1905 and for some years preceding, free home-
steading was at very high levels . For several years aftëi 1905, thë rate con-
tinued unabated if not increased . The province was then enjoying its greatest
progress in settlement,_and_lvould_h ave_been.l.oath Ut abandon-the-free home=
stead p o licÿon-which that progress so much depended This is particularly true
of the earlier years of the period- '1905-1930. Speaking in the Saskatchewan
Legislature in 1911, Sir Frederick Haultain expressed the opinion of many public
men of the day when he said :- '

"No man in 1905 would have dreamt of altering the homestead policy because it was
that that was so attractive to settlers . The province would have followed out the same
policy and would have been in exactly we same position except that the province instead
of the Dominion would have rece ived the land revenue :"

W iat applies to Saskatchewan is, we believe, largely applicable to Alberta also .
But we are convinced that eventually the time would have come when, with

a rapidly lessening supply of good available agricultural lands, coupled with an
almost equal :y rapid growth in the need for revenues, the province would prob-
ably have modified the homestead policy . In all likelihood the change would
not have been put into e ffect until after a large proportion of the homestead lands
had been alienated . Examination of the records of homestead entries and cancel-
lations for the period 1905 to 1930 reveals that, of the ne L area honiesteâded
during those years, at least forty-five per cent was entered for in the first five-
year term and appr oximately forty per cent in the second rve-year term. The
first ten ÿears account for more than four-fifths of the net area homesteaded in
the entire period 1905-1930. The date at-which-the free homestead p olicy would
have been modified or disc ontinu ~A is a matter of speculation . At whatever date
the discontinuance would have occurred, the effects of the policy would continue
for three years thereafter-the entries made immediately prior to the change
would have to be honoured in the next three years . How much of the fifteen or
sixteen million acres of free homestead alienations would hAA z been saved for
provincial revenue is also speculative, but the acreage, whatever it mi ;ht have
been, would in all probability have been in part used (probably sold) for revenue,
and in part would have remained a provincial asset with revenue posAbilities .
It is evident that the acreage that would have been devoted to revenue produc-
tion would have been restricted to a comparatively small part of the whole .

It may have been with such considerations in mind that the Manitoba Com-
mission conteiAed itself with " placing a light appraisal on the loss to the Pro-
vincial Government (of that province) in respect to homestead lands " (page
42) . The precise amount of that appraisal is not disclosed but is embodied in
the general award . ~

70 . Pre-emptions and purchased homesteads .-These lands are here treated
together because they were sold during the-same years, in the same general areas,
at the same uniform price, to settlers who already were in possession of free
homesteads in immediate or close proximity . The price obtained by the Domin-
ion of $3 an acre is irrelevant Lere except to indicate what the province might
have secured from the lands under a revenue policy . The province claims that
a higher price per acre would almost surely have been obtained for any portion
of these lands that it would have sold . This claim may well be conceded, but the
higher the selling price the fewer the sales . It also claims that a large part of
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these lands would not have been diverted from the only use for which they were
designed by nature, namely, grazing purposes . Assuming that to be so, we must
not overlook the fact that any portion of th 9se lands so left to their original
grazing u ses would to that extent have reduced t he acreage of alienations .

The rental of grazing land :, under the Dominion's administration ranged
from two to four cents an acre a,y-ear . If, as the province contends, a four-cent
rental was obtainable, it means, when capitnlized . tiiat_the_land-is-vnlued-at-abou t

-~1 lxt~scre ~111 ttiings cmrs~ ered-part of the acreage at more than $3 per
acre and the balance at lezs than $1 per acre-it is not clear that the province
would have received, from these alienated pre-emptions and purchased home-
steads, a gross re venue higher than that obtained by the Dominion . But the loss
of that revenue, whatever the amount, is a proper claim by the province .

71 . Half-breed lands .-The care of Indians was assumedby the Govern-
ment under the British North America Act . In order tb extinguish Indian
title in the Northwest Territories, certain lands were, under treaties, set apart
as re serves for full-blooded Indians, on which those Indians were to reside .
Other lands werc: made available for half-breeds belonging to the region, and
were alienated by scrip, entitling each holder, if otherwise qualified, to 240
acres of land, to be selected from available settlement lan d s . Most o: this
half-breed scrip was sold by the half-breed recipients and so passed into the
hands of speculators and ot~iers, thus depriving the alienation of some part of
the intended settlement element .

The question is raised as to whether or not Alberta was bound to provide
lands for all the half-breeds who later secured scrip. The question is one of
difpiciaty, and we do not pass upon it in the sense of deciding legal rights . It
sce:ns, on the whole, that had the province been in control, a substantial part
of these half-breed alienations would never have been made, and the land so
saved from such alienation would have been saved to the Province as assets with
revenue potentialities .

72 . Soldier bou n ties .-The province claims, and it is not disputed, that
_bounties_to-bGgiven to soldiers were a matter of Dominion and not provincial

responsibility .
As regards the alienations to South African veterans, which were author-

ized in 1908, the evidence indicates that the province it.elf would probably have
granted free lands to those soldiers who were domiciled in the province, or who
would undertake to settle on the land. It is impossible to say to what acreage
such alienations would have extended . It seems that the province would not
have adopted the policy which the Dominion pursued, of gi v ing away lands
to all veterans, irrespective of domicile or settlement intentions, and that in
any event alienations would not have been made in the form of scrip, which
defeated the great purpo s e of settlement•.

As regards the grants to veterans of the Great War, rat•her less force, we
think, is to be attached to the views urged by Counsel for the province ; but
even in respect of these alienations, the province would have been guided more
than the Dominion was by the need of conserving its lands for provincial
uses . These soldier bounties constitute a substantial ground for claim .

73. Railway land subsidies.-All alienations for railway subsidies in Alberta
made by the Dominion during its administration of the province's resources
were made in fulfilment of commitments entered into prior to 1905 . There
seems to be no exception to this statement . The only possible exception affects
a small area of approximately 25,000 acres, and even in this instance the excep-
tion is not clearly established . In this respect Alberta's case differs from those
of Saskatchewan and Manitoba .

We should here refer to alienations, made in favour of the Alberta nail-
way and Irrigation Company, of approximately 1,114,000 acres . A contro-
versy has arisen in regard to the mineral rights in connection with approxi-
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mately 682,000 acres . These alienations were authorized by a series of Orders
in Council, passed several years before 1905, authorizing the alienation of
surface rights including son ie, but not all, under-rights . Subsequently, but still
before 1905, these Orders in Council were ronsolidated into one general Order
in Council . But the consolidating order omitted to make any reservation of
minerals . The patents issued pursuant to this ._]ctst Oi•derin-Couucil-conveyed--
all -surface -and all uüder="rights td the company . It is contended on- behalf
of the province that such conveyance was not authorized, and that the failure
to reserve the minerals was due to an oversight in omitting from the consoli-
dating Order in Council a reservation of the mineral rights, and that the mat-
ter should be rectified or the province compen sated for the loss of these min-
eral rights . Whatever steps may have been taken or are yet to be taken to
rectify the error, the mattér is outside the scope of this inquiry, as for our
purposes we have considered the alienations as completed prior to 1905.

74 . Tiinbcr claints .-These are administrative claims . They are based on
the assumption that 4 the pro v ince would have pursued more thrifty methods of
dealing with timber . Claims that depend for their validity upon an assumed
higher standard of efliciency by the province than li y - the Dominion, in regard
to the details of administration raise a question that cannot be lightly pas s ed
upon. It is a question that touches many of the claims which we have to con-
sider . In this matter of efficiency of tnanagement-as distinct from the nature
of policy involved-we are unable to accept the view that Alberta would ha ve
succeeded in reaching and maintaining a standard of efficiency materially higher
than that exhibited by the Dominion or by other provinces . Undoubtedly, the
Dominion's long administration was not without its defects, but we cannot con-
ceive that a prov incial administration, covering the saine period and matters,
would have been flaw less . The Dominion's administration had also its high
points of efficiency, and in attempting to appraise the ndministration of any -
particular department, we should vie w not only the faults but the virtues as well,
and regard the administration not piecemeal but as one whole, comprehensive
unit . Briefly, the claim in regard to timber is that the prov ince would have
collected as much, if not more revenue, and that, it would have spent less on
administration, than the Dominion (lid . We consider it likely-and in accord
with the practices of other prov inces-that Alberta would have kept its adminis-
trati ve costs more closely in line with its timber revenues. But we d6 not think
that the value of the forest conservation work carried on by the Pominion_ should
be left out of account . On the revenue side, it is douhtful whether the province
would have substantially exceeded the Dominion's collections . The nearby com-
petition of British Columbia forest products must be recognized as a definite
check upon the extent to which it Av ottld have b o en comumrcihlly feasible to
increase the timber dues in Alberta .

75 . Grazing leases .-These are administrat'+ ve claims, arising out of the
grazing lands . Here again, the principles just mentioned should be applied .
This claim i nvo lves an attempt to apply an assume d provincial administration
to the actual facts of the Dominion's administration . -

The Dominion gave to school lands, when used for grazing purposes, a
rental value, uniformly throughout the prov ince, of four cents an acre a year;
and to ranch areas a rate of two cents an acre . The-province says there was
no good reason for such distinction - in rentals and that all lenses should have
been at the four-cent rental level . The school lands, leased for grazing pur-
poses, were small areas situated w it b in or adjacent to settled communitjes . They
afforded additional pasture lands for nearby farmers, limited in extent but
adequate for the use of farmers not engaged in stock-raising on a large scale .
The *razing lands, proper, were the basis of extensive ranching activities They-
were leased in very large tracts and for long periods . Their use, as the founda-
tion of the ranching industry, was . decidedly differerit in many ways from the
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use of the school lands which were available only in small blocks and under
short-term leases. We do not think it was conclusively established that the
higher level of rental could and probably would have been applied by the prov-
~nce to the grazing lands ; for the province, no less than the Dominion, would
no doubt have been disposed to shape its policy with close regard to the needs
and representations of the ranching interests .

76. School lands.-This claim is in a special category, because school lands
had been s e

-
t apart for educational purposes of the province, and were in a sense

imh.ressed with a species of trust. The provincial claim in respect of these lands
is that the province would have been more zealous and thrifty in collecting the
principal and interest owing on agreements for sale, and in securing rental
income from some of the unsold and revested lands . No complaint is made
with regard to the acreage sold or the sale pr; cec . Here again we have to point
out that the province's claim is based on incompatible assumptions . Under pro-
vincial administration of all natural resouroes, the prices obtained for school
lands would almost certainly have been lover than those obtained under the
Dominion administration, because, as we have, already pointed out, the whole
level of and prices would have been lowered. We must treat• this claim on
the basis tl iat, under an assumed provincial administration, either the acreage
of sales or the price per acre must have been less than those shown under
Dominion administration .

Although the-Dominion record is not without its blemishes 4 makes, on the
whole, an excellent showing . Of the areas of land set apart f ;,r school purposes
in the province--about 3,770,000 acres-the Dominion sold abou t 1,570,000 acres,
of which about 330,000 acres were later cancelled and revested in the Crown .
The result of those net sales is that roundly 1,240,000 acres have already
vielded :-

(a) curren0revenuç (interest, rentals, etc .) paid to the province
year by year, 1905-1930 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$10,570,000

(b) principal money on sales (transferred to the province o n
Oct . 1, 1930) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$ 9,500,000

This is the equivalent of more than $16 an acre on the net sales, and has all
been paid to the province in cash . Further, on October 1, 1930, the Dominion
turned over to the province, many agreements for sale, under which there was
outstanding principal esceeding $8,000,000 . Even making allowances for sub-
stantial losses in collection, these outstanding accounts should yield several

-dollars an acre to be added to the $16 already mentioned .
In respect of cancelled sales, the cancellations meant the abandonment of a

large part of the principal ; but it also meant that all the moneys, both principal
and interest, that had been paid were forfeited to the fund, and the land itself
became revested in the Crown . The chief loss in these sales was confined to the
right to enforce the personal covenant of the purchaser, a right which it is not
the practice of governments to exercise in such circumstances, and which, even
if exercised, would on the whole be of doubtful value . Another loss-often
serious-was the condition of weed infestation in which some of the land was
left .

The high prices which school lands commanded, averaging more than $14
an acre, are attributable to the wisdom with which the sales were conducted .
No school lands were put up for sale till the surrounding lands were well settled
and a local demand established . The sales were by public auction, well adver-
tised and so timed as to follow good harvests . The merits of high prices carried
the &fect of difficulty in collecting, accentuated by the fact that many of the
sales were effected in years of high land prices followed closely by periods of
depressed prices . A comparison between the results of school lands sales in
Alberta and thuse of sales in Saskatchewan during the same period, throws a
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significant light upon the effect of sales at prices which, in view of subsequent
conditions, proved to be unduly high. The average selling priçe in Saskatchewan
on the gross acreage sold was several dollars higher per acre than in Alberta,
but the collections per acre of net sales-that is, the gross acreage sold less the
acreage of cancelled sales-proved to be virtually on a par in the two provinces.
Taking a broad comprehensive view of the school land situation, we question
whether a provincial administration could have attained better results on the
whole .

77 . Mineral clainas :-We have had before us, during the course of this
enquiry, a most varied and-exOnsive range of material bearing upon the mineral
resources of Alberta, upon the Dominion's administration of these resources, and
upon the extent to which a provincial adm inistration would probabl y have sought
and succeeded in obtaining greater minera l revenues than the Dom inion realized .
Viewed from the standpoint of their rev enue-producing possibilities, we attach
exceptional importance to Alberta's minerals-coal, petroleum and natural gas
areas, tar sands, and minerals of other kinds .

The evidence that we have had to examine includes a wealth of statistical
data dealing with the estimated value of lands, containing coal and tar sands,
that were sold by the Dominion in the earlier years after 1905 ; with the areas
of coal lands that were later leased from year to year, and with the royalties and
other revenues, collected and uncollected, pertaining to coal leases ; with the
areas that were under lease for purposes of petroleum and natural gas develop-
ment, and with the dues, collected or uncoll Q~ed, from companies engaged in
such development. The whole record of the attministration of mineral resources,
including such highly technical questions as enter into the waiving or rebating
of dues, as a policy , of encouragement to oil drilling operations, was examined .

Upon all items of revenue, whethér royalties, rentals, or dues of any other
type associated with the administration of m ineral resources, the Commission
was furnished with the most complete information, including the grounds upon
which the course taken by the Dominion, and varied from time to time, was
adopted . We were given, also, as complete an indication as circumstances permit
of the manner in which the province might have been expected to depart from the
policies and methods followed by the Dominion . While we do not here segregate
and review the items in detail, we are satisfied that the Dominion's administra-
tion was, on the whole, one with which there is little fault to be found from the
federal standpoint ; yet it embodied some features-chiefly in respect to the
development of petroleum and natural gas , areas-which the province, guided
by its need for revenue, would probably not have followed . Taking the whole
period, 1905-1930; into account, we think that a provincial administration would
have succeeded in obtaining from the mineral resources, in the aggregate, a net
revenue considerably larger than that which the Dominion, less intent upon
revenue purposes, actually derived.

Royalties are not made the subject of a separate claim and we have included
them as one of the factors taken into consideration in the foregoing statement
on mineral claims . And all underrights, alienated between 1905 and 1930, which
we regard as constituting a proper basis for provincial claim, have been similarly
taken into account.

78. Tax exemption of railway lands .=This subject requires mention but it
is hardly to be classed as one of the primary bases of provincial claim. It
was introduced for consideration in respect of the losses of tax revenue sus-
tained by the province and its municipalities as a result of unduly long delay
by railway companies in obtaining the grant of their-subsidy lands-the lands
being exempted from taxation until granted by the Crown . The handicap coin-
plained of had its origin in commitments entered into by the Dominion prior
to 1905 and even if it could be reduced to reasonably definite form, there is no
ground upon which we could regard it as the basis of an assessable claim .
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79. Water and auater-powers These resources Are not made the subject
of any special claim except in so far as Counsel for the province contended that,
if the resources had been under provincial management, the administrative
costs would have been less than those incurred by the Dominion . Such allow-
ance as we think might properly be made on this account is dealt with and
included in our consideration of the general question of the Dominion's adminis-
trn+ion costs in the chapter relating to "Dominion Credits ." In paragraph 35,
we have already referred to the main questions in connection with water and
water resources which directly affect our recommendation .

80 . Seed Grain liens .-Between 1905 and 1930, the Dominion, on several
occasions, directly and indirectly assisted needy farmers of Alberta by furnish••
ing them with seed grain and fodder . This assistance took the form, in 1908,
of a money loan to the province, to enable the province itself to furnish that
aid ; on other occasions the Dominion furnished the aid directly to the farmers
thro : :^h the agency of the province,--an agency which embraced both the dis-
tribution of aid and the subsequent collection of the debts . The 1908 loan, as
ninde to the province, has been repaid ; but the balance outstanding or written off
on the other loans is, according to Dominion figures, roundly $2,870,000 . These
loans were made on security of mortgages on patented lands, and on the security
of liens on the unpatented lands . The Dominion asks that the province assume
these outstanding debts of individual farmers . The contention is advanced that
the Dominion undertook to furnish such aid only because the resources of Alberta
were itnder federal rather than provincial control, and that in the financial
adjustments now to be made with regard to the resources question the whole
amount of approximately $2,870,000, with interest, should stand as a credit in
favour of the Dominion .

We think that this matter is plaeed outside the scope of our enquiry by
section 17 of the 1929 agreement which reads as follows :-

"17. Every lien upon any interest in any tinpatented land passing to the province tinder
this agreement, which is now held by Canada as security for an advance made by Canada
for seed grain, fodder or other relief, shall continue to be vested in Canada, but the province
will, on bch :clf of Canada, collect the sains due in res1iect of such advances, except =o far as
the kune are aerecd to he uncollectible, and upon payment of any such advance, any docu-
nient required,to be exccuted to diqcharge the lien may be executed by sach officer of the
province as may be authorized by any provincial law in 'that• behalf ; the province will
account for and pay to Canada all smtts belonging to Canada collected hereunder, subject
to such deduction to meet thë expenses of collection as may be agreed upon between the
A4inister of the Interior and-the Provincial Secretary or such other Dfinister of the province
as_ ►na}•_Izrsiesignated in that behalf under the lans tltereof . "

81 . Townsites,-During the early yenrs of the Grand Trtrnk Pacific Railway,
the Dominion sold the railway ninny relatively small parcels of land for-town-
sites at a price of $3 an acre, plus one-fourth of the profits on resale . These pro-
fits, collected or uncollected, have not vet been turned over to the province-an
oversight which the Dominion now offers to remedy . The collected profits due
Alberta amount to approximately $68,000 .

82. Minor adjushnents .-We have not thought it essential to mention
individually every item of claim laid before its . In dealing with alienations
which, in the aggregate, exceed 42,000,000 acres, and with administrative ques-
tions relating to the management of a vast public domain during a quarter of a
century, we have had to omit separate and specific mention of many relatively
small acreages and of numerous minor questions . All of these, nevertheless, have
received consideration and have been taken into account in framing our con-
clusions and recommendations . We should, perhaps, mention here one matter
which came to our attention after the close of our hearings but sufficiently in
advance of the completion of this report to enable its to give due weight to its
effect . We refer to the transfer to the province of an area of roundly 68,000
acres, previously reserved by the Dominion for defence purposes .
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CHAPTER VII I

CREDITS CLAIMED BY THE DOMINION

83 . Past substdies .-The first and most obvious of these credits is the semi-
annual payment to Alberta of subsidy in lieu of the resources made by the
Dominion between September 1, 1905, and October 1, 1930 . These payments
amount to $12,750,000 . .~

84 . Future stthsirlics.-Linder section 20 of the 1929 agreemerit, these are
to continue from October 1, 1930, for all time to come at a minimum of $562,500
a year, to be increased to $750,000 a year when Alberta's population reaches
800,000, and to be increased to the maximum of $1,125,000 a year when the
population reaches 1,200,000 . These subsidies are to be paid in semi-annual
instalments on January 1, and July 1, of each year .

The present value of these future payme.nts has been calculated by capitaliz-
ing the payments . In the capitalization, two variables are encountered : (1) the
rate of interest to be used in the calculation ; and (2) the dates at, which the
subsidy will probably rise to its next level, and eventually to its maximum . The
first of these will vary with the opinions of individuals as to what interest rate
sl ►ould be adopted . Counsel approach agreement at three per cent. At this
rate, the value of these future subsidies, continued in perpetuity on the present
basis but without the anticipated increase through growth of population, would
amount to slightly less than $19,000,000. As to the second factor, calculations
made in acoardance with the best available formulae have been placed before its .
estimating the future course of population growth in Alberta and indicating when
the province may be expected to attain a population figuré -of-800,000 and, in the
more distant -future, of 1,200,000 . We make no prophecy on this score; but,
if this probable trend of population growth be taken into account, with the
accompanying increases in the amount of the subsidy, it will bring the total
present, value of future subsidies up to more than $29,000,000 (again using the
three per cent rate of interest) . If a higher or lower rate of interest be adopted
in the calculation, the amount of that value will be decreased or increased corre-
spondingly . We do not consider that a hard-and-fast capital value should be
attached to these future subsidies for there are too many uncertainties to be
considered ; but we quote the figures chiefly to indicate that, in any view of their
actual vatue, the subsidies constitute a very large compensation already given to
the province .

85 . Ad ►ninistrative erpenses .-The Dominion's statement of these expenses
runs to over $30,000,000. This total includes some items which, had the province
been in control of the administration of the resources, would probably have been
reduced in amount or eliminated altogéther . The credit on this item should there-
fore be substantially below the Dominion's figure .

86 . School land revenzce:-As already pointed out (paragraph 76) the
Dominion administration produced and turned over to the province from school
lands (a) current revenues amounting to $10,570,W0 and (b) capital revenue
of $9,500 .000, a total of actual cash already paid amounting to more than
$20,000,000, with a realizable additional sum of at least several millions of dollars
from current sales .

87. Branch Lvie Raillrays .-Following the principle laid down in the 'Mani-
toba Report, the Dominion claims credit for the aid it gave in different forms
to the construction of branch line railways in Alberta . The circumstances in
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Manitoba's case differ from those in that of Alberta . Again, the Dominion
acknowledges the impossibility of being accurate, but suggests several million
dollars . In considering this claim we ought to keep in mind that the Dominion
during the -same period made large expenditures in nearly all of the other prov-
inces for what might well be called branch line railways, and that equality of
treatment would require that Alberta should not be asked to reimburse the
Dominion unless other provinces were called upon to do likewise .
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CHAPTER IX

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION S

88 . From the foregoing survey of the resources problem of Alberta, several
general conclusioüs may be drawn :-

A-That the Dominion administration of those resources, while inspired
primarily by the needs and purposes of national development, did
serve effectively to promote many of the major objectives which would
have been sought by a provincial administration ;

P-That the Dominion policies, designed chiefly for purposes of settlement
and development, nevertheless produced substantial revenues from the
resources under administration ;

C-That a provincial administration, concerned pr;marily or even largely
with revenue production could, and probably would, have produced
a .nuch greater amount of revenue And at the same time have assured
extensive settlement and development ;

D-That in order to find sure ground for awarding any further compensation
to the province it is necessary to do more than merely concede that
greater net revenues would have been realized ttnder a provincial
administration . It is necessary to find also that the probable net
revenues which would have been derived by the province would have
exceeded the aggregate of (a) the subsidy received between 1905 and
1930 ; (b) the capitalized value of the continuing subsidy ; and (c)
all school land returns :

F:---That the exact amount of any such excess cannot possibly be ascertained
by any conceivable method of treatment . As so well put in the
report of the 'Manitoba Commissiori"in 1929, the problem of appraisal
is complicated " almost beyc_id the possibility of clear unanswerable
solution." The amount, if any, must remain a matter on which opin-
ions widely differ . In order to reach common ground, we must pro-
ceed upon the principle of compromise . Without compromise of
opinion, settlement may not be reached . This affects the members
of this Commission no less than it may effect the members of the
Parliament of Canada and of the Legislature of the province, if and
when they are called upon to review or approve the recommenda-
tions of this report ;

F-That in approaching the matter of making a definite recommendation as
to compensation, we can find no more cogent statement of the crux
of the problem than is contained in the remarks made by the Right
Honourable Arthur IMeighen in the House of Commons, April 25th,
1921, when, as Prime Minister of Canada, he participated in a debate
on this subject . He said :-

"It is not a hard matter to scramble an egg but it is a very hard matter to
unscramble it. It was not a hard matter to retain the resources, but once you
have retained the.m for fifteen to twenty years and adjusted every phase of
public policy to the fact -thât ttiere was retention, then it becomes a matter
of very great complexity . Indeed it becomes a matter in the solution of which
you meet with obstacles at every stop and to such an extent that no half-
dozen men can agree on any stage ."
and further, when discussing the methods of solution :-

"You may get further by one way, and one way only, by presenting some
concrete proposad in figures, that will appeal to a fair-minded man as a square,
bald, rough but honourable solution ."
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89. Recomniendation .-W e recommend that the Dominion pay to the Prov-
ince of Alberta a sum of money which, when added to all the purely provincial
benefits that Alberta has received or is yet to receive from the Dominion in
respect of its resources w ill, in our judgment, balance the amount of net revenue
which the province would probably have obtained from those port -ions of its
resources alienated or other w ise disposed of by the Dominion during the course
of its twenty-five year administration . The sum which we so recommend is
$5,000,000 . We also recommend that this sum bear interest at the rate of five
per cent per amnum from October 1, 1930, to March 31, 1935, and thereafter
to such date and a t such rate as the two Governments may agree upon . We
should make it clear that no portion of this sum is to be considered as belong-
ing to the Alberta School Lands Fund ; also that it includes all sums payable
by the Dominion in respect of townsites ( paragraph 81) and other minor adjust-
ment s .

The sum of money involved in this recommendation has been determined as
the result of compromise and agreement as to the amount-but not by agree-
ment as to the method of calculation . The arithmetic of the case presents so
many variables t h at probably no two persons could ever reach a common result
in precisely or even closely similar manner . Given agreement upon the result,
we deem it unnecessary to set out our individual views as to the different
w ,iy s in which the Dominion credits and the provincial credits, respectively,
should be compiled . That problem lends itself to endless variation, and, conse-
quently , to endless controversy .

90. Eqiwlity with the four original provinces .-We submit this recom-
mendation with full appreciation of the inherent difficulty of demonstrating,
clearly and conclusively, that this or any other recommendation will actually
and precisely place Alberta in a position of equality with the other provinces .
Our primary test on the question of equality is this-that we seek to put
Alberta in the position of being as well off financially in 1930 as the province
«•ould have been had it received thë control and admunist ration of its resources
in 1905 . Upon the payment of the sum which we now recommend, we believe
that Alberta w ill be placed in that po s ition . And we feel that by this method
or test aloné, carried out to the best• of our ability , we are meeting the require-
ment ,- of our terms of reference insofar as equality between Alberta and each
of the four original provinces of Confederation is concerned . We have sought
to give Alberta what we think the province it.elf would probably have made
out of its resources if it had ha d «•hat each of the four older provinces had, that
is, a frcé hnnd with its own pub lic domain .

91 . Equality with the remain ing provinces.-The same method of approach
should apply w ith respect to parity between Alberta and each of the provinces,
British Columbia, Manitoba, and Saskatchewan . But, here, the situation is
complicated by the fact that the Dominion had certain transactions w ith each
of these provinces . We are satisfied that., so far as the underlying facts are
comparable, what we have recommended for Alberta is consistent with what the
Dominion has done in its resources transactions with these three provinces .

92 . British Columbia .-This province presents a case w ith special features .
By the terms under which British Columbia entered the union, the Dominion
undertook to connect the seaboard of British Columbia with the railway system
of Canada ; and British Columbia agreed to contribute toward that project by
making a conveyance to thè , Dominion of a belt of land along the line of rail-
way throughout its entire length within that province . Further, and in some
way connected with that conveyance, the Dominion agreed to pay to British
Columbia the sum of $100,000 per annum . Later, in addition to the Railway
Belt, the Dominion obtained by transfer from the province a substantial area
known as the Peace River Block . In 1930, following 'the report 'of the Martin
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Commission, the Dominion returned to the province all these lands except the
limited acreage that it had alienated . The payment of $100,000 per annum
continues in perpetuity.

In this transaction in railway lands in British Columbia we find little
or nothing to warrant comparison with Alberta. This was a pre-union bargain
made in very special circumstances, and for very special purposes, between
the Dominion and a self-governing colony . It has no discernible connection
with or relation to that province's natural resources, which always remained
under the administration and control of the province itself . The re-adjustment
made in 1930 was in fluenced more by considerations arising out of the early
railwuy situation than by any subsequent dealings by the Dominion in the
Rail way Belt or Peace River Block . Equality between Alberta and British
Columbia must be sought chiefly along the path that we have indicated with
respect to the four original provinces of Confederation, that is t o say, in regard
to the major share of her resources British Columbia has got what she has been
able to make by her o wn methods of administration . That, no more and cer-
tainly no less, is what we must endeavour to secure for Alberta, subject to the
handicap of having to work largely by hypothesis .

93 . Manitoba.-It is only when we come to consider Manitoba that we find
a case which, although di fferent in many important aspects from that of Alberta,
presents n many other ways closely similar characteristics . We have therefore
had to be especially careful to insure that what we now recommend for Alberta
is founded upon full and accurate understanding of the adjustment made between
the Dominion and Manitoba in 1929. From a close scrutiny of the Manitoba
report, we feel justified in the belief that the same primary test was applied in
that enquiry as in this-namely, that of seeking to ascertain whether the province
found itself, at the end of the period of federal control in as good financial
position as if it had had provincial administration of the resources from the
time of Manitoba's entry as a p rovince into Confederation . We find on page 21
of the Manitoba report, this statement:-

" Bearing in mind the object sought to be attained by this Order in Council, which,
as we understand it, is to place Manitoba, in so far as is now possible in the position of a
fully autonomous and fully endowed member of Confederation, we think it adm i ssible to
proceed by inquiring in the first place into the treatment which the province has received
from the time of its creation down to the present . We can then decide whether, in view
of the situation thus revealed, Ataritoba is in as good financial position as she would
probably have been in had her right t,, the administration and control of her natural
resources been conceded from the beginniny :'

The latter portion of the foregoing extract-which we construe only in the
light of a thorough study of the entire text of the report-we take as indicating
a method of approach closely corresponding to that which we adopt for Alberta .
The recommendations of the Manitoba Commission led to that province's receiv-
ing, ( 1) transfer of the unalienated resources, (2) the continuance in perpetuity
of the subsidy in lieu of lands on the scale origina?ly provided in 1905 for
Alberta and Saskatchewan and later applied to Manitoba ; and (3) payment of
a sum which, when added to what Manitoba had already received and was there-
after entitled to receive, placed the province in as good a financial position as it
would have been in had it been endowed with control of its resources from its
inception as a province in 1870 .

The sum , so awarded, was made up of the shortages between the subsidy
payments which the province had received from July 15, 1870, to July 1, 1908
(see paragraph 22 (b) ) and the subsidy payments which it should have-received
during those thirty-eight years . The sum comrises nothing else . The aggregate
of these shortages was found to be $4,693,125, of which nearly $3 ,800,000 was
referable to the period before 1905 . The sum paid on July 1, 1930, was reduced
to about $4,584,000 by the net resalt of a series of debit and credit items arising
out of the sale by the province of swamp lands. These items had no direct
connection with inadequacy of subsidy .
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It seems advisable at this point to refer briefly to the acreage of Manitoba's
alienations . The Manitoba Commissioners mention only a few groups, t hat is,
nearly 8,000,000 acres given away to homesteaders and nearly 3,000,000 acres
given away as subsidies for the construction of non-provincial railways (page
36) . They also mention, without giving the acreage, the swamp lands sold by
the province, and university lands retained by the province . The.e , amounting
to about 1,000,000 acres, were not charged to the Dominion in tlun report . No
computation is attempted of the acreages of pre-emptions or other sales, nor of
soldier bounties or other such grants . In the presentation of Saskatchewan's and
Alberta's claims, on the other hand, acreage of surface alienations was strongly
emphasized and becau se comparisons were then made with the alienations of
Manitoba as mentioned in the report, we think it only fair to po" nt out, in the
light of these circumstance, hat the total of 'A fanitobà's alienations, correspond-
ing in classification to the 20,300,000 acres for which Alberta claims comnensa-
tion, amou nted to at least several million acres more than the 11,000,000 acres
mentioned in the Manitoba report .

A loreover, we must bear in mind that 'Manitoba was deprived of its natural
resources as a source of revenue for a period not only of twenty-five years, as
was the case with Saskatchewan and Alberta, but for a period of nearly sixty
years . The length of this deprivation of this source of revenue was apparently
the chief factor in the computation of the amount awarded by the Commission
for deficiency or inadequacy of subsidy . It accounts for nearly the whole of
the actual award. This tirac~ factor is onl y~ one of the sevcral considerations
which distinguish Manitoba's resources problem from that of Alberta, but it will
serve to illustrate the point we wish to stress, namely, that quantitative com-
parisons of resources aliena`ed by the Dominion in the western provinces are
impracticable and valueless if confined to acreage of surfa ce alienations alone .
Many other elements must be brought into the picture if we are to get anything .
like a fair and comprehensi ve view of the whole problem . We are convinced
that, when the sum total of w hat Dlanitoba and Alberta (~,ncluding in the latter
case, the payment we are now recommending) have received from the Dominion
in compensation for their respective resources is compared on a basis that
considers the case of each prov ince " as from its entry into Confederation;" it
will he fourni that both provinces hnve been fairly dealt with, and the one not
more or less so than the oth c r .

94 . Saskatchewan.- \Ve have already mentioned that concurrently with
the present enquiry, a separate commission has been ecnducting an investigation,
similar in scope anci - chitiracter, relative to Saskatchewan . The personnel of
the two commissions have been the same, except for one me mber of each, and
the work of the two bodies has been carried on almost as a joint undertaking.
We have thus had every opportunity of ensuring, as regards Saskatchewan
and Alberta, consistency in conclusions as well as in method of approach . The
measure we recommend for the purpose of pl acing Alberta on a basis of equality
with the other provinces of Canada is in accord with the conclusions recom -
mended in the majority report w ith respect to Saskatchewan .

95. Prince Edward Island.-Upon its entry into Confederation, this prov-
ince possessed no public lands, and the Dominicn agreed as part of the ternis
of union to give the province, on that account, F. special subsidy of $45,000 per
annum . -That was part of a bargain made under exceptional conditions ; and
the circumstnnçes_Çatdrardly be regarded as affording in any way a parallel to
the present case . While the special subsidy to Prince Edward Island is admit-
tedly a payment from the Dominion to a province in respect of natural resources,
«•e feel confident, that this Commission was not expected to preserve equality
het.weeen what Alberta should obtain in return for very large resources alienated
by the Dominion and what Prince Edward Island has received by virtue of
having no public domain whatever .
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96 . The subsidy systenz .--Time and again, during the course of this enquiry ,
material was submitted or suggested- for consideration which, we thought,
involved issues not clearly within our terms of reference . We have endeavoured
to keep within the limits of our particular task but we realize that, directly or
indirectly, the resources question as we have had to deal with it with regard
specifically to Alberta and with some regard necessarily to other provinces,
touches closely the whole problem of the subsidizing of provinces by the Dom-
inion . We make the suggestion that a re-examination of this subsidy system
in its entirety might be undertaken with advantage both to the provinces and
to the Dominion . The readjustments made in recent years have been chiefly on
the basis of ad hoc invcstigations affording little opportunity or authority to
consider the full effect of such adjustments in relation to the subsidy system as
a whole .

97 . Acknouledgrnents .--11'e close with a word of appreciation to all who
have assisted in the conduct of this enquiry . Counsel for the province and for
the. Dominion left nothing undone toward presenting and clarifying the volu-
minous material required to afford a clear view of every aspect of the case . An
enormous burden of preparatory work fell upon departmeni .al officers both at
Edmonton and Ottawa . In particular, the Department of the Jnterior was called
upon for assistance at every turn, entailing not merely weeks but months of
heavy demands upon the staff, over and above their normal duties . All branches
of that department, concerned now or in earlier years with the administration
of western lands, forests, minerals and waters, or with kindred responsibilities,
gave us courteous, prompt and invaluable co-operation . tlffirers of the Depart-
ment of Finance likewise extended all possible assistanée in equally efficient
and courteous manner .

Special reference inust be made to L\lr . Oliver Master, the secretary of our
Commission. Mr. AiIastcr is chief of the Economics Division of the Depart-
nient of Trade and Commerce . He was secretary of the 'Manitoba Resources
Commission and of the Saskatchewan Resources Commission . I)eeply versed
in the natural resources problems with all their ramifications, experienced, able
and industrious, he haF r^nclered our Commission advice and assistance that we
decply appreciate and gratefully acknowledge .

March 12, 1935 .

A. K . DYSART,

T. 1t . T1VrFDIF.

Chnirinan .

GEORGE C . .l IcDONALD .
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I have subscribed to the recommendation in favour of an additional paymen t
in the belief that a settlement is urgently desirable and that the merits of the
case not only permit but demand latitude of view . Having regard only to the
terms of reference, I have found it difficult to put aside the opinion that without
further payment the Province of Alberta has alreadÿ been well compensated in
respect of natural resources .

I question whether-as was so often urged-force of circumstances would
have induced the province, had it not been in receipt of an annual subsidy, to
look wholly and solely to its natural resources to obtain a revenue equivalent to
the subsidy. It is not unlikely that by a combir.ation of-

1 . Less expansive expenditure ;
2 . Increases in other forms of taxation ;
3 . Further borrowings, which would have been simplified by the possession

of the natural resources ;

the province would have substantially obtained the equivalent of the subsidy
and that, in consequence, the revenues sought from the natural resourcea would
hardly have approached the immense figures whi[:h were from time to time sug-
gested .

While I concede that the province, had it been in possession of its .resources
frnm 1905 to 1930, might have taken advantage of high land values to realize
substantial sums, I find it difficult to convince myself that any considerable pro-
portion of these receipts would have been set aside to produce a permanent
income in any- svay equivalent to_the annual subsidy from the Dominion, whic h
is now $562,500 and which will rise ultimately to $1,125,000 .

GEORGE C. McDONALD .

March 12, 1935 .




